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THE STATE OF PLAY
Thank you for downloading this guide.  
I hope you find it useful to you in thinking 
about using video in your business or 
organisation.

Dave / DT Guest
Managing Director
Workshop Media

dt@workshop-media.co.uk

Video is becoming more and more prevalent in our day-to-day lives and every year pundits and 
thought leaders declare that ‘this is the year of video’!

Great.

Where does this leave us business leaders?  Online video (and its twin, off line video) is still in its 
infancy just like social media.  In 2005 YouTube launched and technology has made video a tool that 
anyone can use.  Yet, we are still grasping with the shockwaves through our models and systems, 
our culture and our business.  The way things are done haven’t quite caught up with what can be 
done.

I believe video is a service.  Not a product.  This means that quality or experience must be a given.  
Who would hire a ‘crap’ production company?  Moreover, we all know that experience doesn’t always 
mean competence.

If video is a service then the value is in the relationship, the trust and understanding of a business.  
A video provider should be with you from concept to campaign, ensuring you get the most from your 
video marketing by not only making the videos but by making sure, they get seen.  In addition, 
it’s not about a single video, it is about the videos you need to market your business financed in a 
sustainable way.

That is where Workshop Media’s video gears comes in.  Although set as a subscription service, think 
about them as gears for your business.  Need to accelerate?  Move rapidly up through the gears to 
maximise performance.  Need to deal with a steep incline?  Drop down the gears in order to get the 
leverage you need.  This allows a business relationship to grow and your videos to keep momentum.

The aim is to make video as accessible, as easy to use and as cash flow friendly as a business 
needs.  I hope we’ve been successful and I look forward to working with you in future

Let’s ‘Play’!
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European map publishers invited their customers to subscribe to future editions of 
their maps, to ensure that they were as up to date as possible as new lands were 
rapidly being discovered.  This then gave the map publishers the capital they needed 
to create the new maps as they were being discovered.

The model of subscription as we know it was applied to early newspapers and 
magazines in the 17th Century.  Information hungry readers were asked to subscribe 
to publications and their subscription fees combined with advertising revenue 
provided the money need to produce the editorial content and the cost of mailing to 
each reader.  The publishing industry did next to nothing to change the model for 275 
years.  Magazine subscriptions have been sold in finite amounts, typically one year at 
a time.

Subscriptions were a reliable way to ensure you had the information you wanted on a 
regular basis.  Subscriptions could even be sold as presents…

Then the Internet happened

Information was now free (or the expectation was that it should be free) and 
extremely easy to access, simply a Google search away.  Editorial budgets were cut 
and cut and cut and fewer and fewer subscribers supported the costs of creating 
content and mailing it out.

As you can imagine without a budget, the quality of the available content went down 
hill.  It got to the point that the information out there was of such dubious origin and 
presented so poorly that people began to realise that good content was worth paying 
for.

In 1997, the Wall Street Journal put its best content behind a paywall and gained 
200,000 paying subscribers in 18 months.  Yet other producers were noticing the 
subscription business model.  Not producers of content but of software.  At around the 
same time as the Wall Street Journal put up its paywall application service providers 
began to offer access to computer applications on a subscription basis, ditching the 
CD load in favour of the internet download.

The subscription business model still lives on in Silicon Valley in the form of software 
as a service (SaaS) and in the rise of ‘cloud based’ companies… some of which you 
yourself might use.

Yet the subscription business model was not limited to publishing and software.  The 
music industry survived Napster and the illegal download, a trend created by the ease 
of instant access on line and the high costs of purchasing a CD, because of iTunes, 
which is now itself competing with music subscription services such as Spotify.

It seems everything these days is available through a subscription, from books 
(via Oysterbooks.com) to razors (dollarshaveclub.com) to Adobe creative products 
(via CreativeCloud).  You can access what you want, when you want it, for a small 
monthly cost.
What can be simpler than that?

But… there is an important thing that happens when a subscription business model is 
applied.  You turn whatever you are selling into a service.  
The product or service becomes automatic, fading into the background and the 
experience of the client or customer becomes vital.

HISTORY OF THE
SUBSCRIPTION MODEL
The subscription business model dates back to 
the 1500s… it has been with us that long!



Medium // Message
 Many people get a bit confused when it comes to what ‘video’ is.  Is it a message? Like you’d find on a poster, flier or 
business card?  Is it a medium?  Like the paper or card a message is printed on.

 It is both. AND that is where the confusion (and the secret) comes in.

The Medium of  Video
 The medium of video is the technology of putting a video together and getting it published to either DVD or through the 
internet.  The camera, the editing and the video platforms.
  
 In the last 10 years the medium has exploded in to different forms of video (standard definition, high definition, 4k), 
different ways of shooting (video cameras, Digital SLRs, mobile phone cameras, drone cameras, GoPro cameras) and different 
ways of editing (analogue and digital, Final Cut Pro, Premiere, Avid).  The platforms you can publish to are also increasing 
exponentially (YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook, Twitter, Udemy, Livestreaming) as we progress with the capabilities of technology and 
broadband speeds.

 This specialised area requires training, experience and a never-ending desire to experiment to see what ‘can be done’.  
Most businesses don’t have the resources to learn all the technology, the techniques to use the technology to best effect and the 
interest to play with the technology.

 Another way of looking at it is, just because you have a desktop printer doesn’t mean you would seriously consider 
running a printing business.  Would you?

The Message of  Video
 The message of video breaks down in to two further areas.  The craft of communicating with visuals (and sound) and 
the discipline of communicating effective marketing messages.
  
 A picture may tell 1000 words but do we always fully understand what the imagery we are publishing is saying about 
our business?  This is where the creative aspect of the video message comes in, planning the right shots to give the right 
messages and then putting them together with other shots in the right way to create compelling messages.  This craft is 50% 
knowledge, 25% experience and 25% instinct.  This craft requires a creative person 

The Marketing of  Video
 Marketing itself is an often-misunderstood discipline.  Most people think that marketing is all about promotion, getting 
your message in front of your clients.  Actually, marketing is the discipline of taking a business to market with promotion falling 
underneath the purview of marketing.  This is a very different proposition, which starts with what you are selling and identifying 
the opportunities in the marketplace.

 Marketing with video can be simply expressed as the following formulae (don’t worry, no numbers!):

VIDEO = STRATEGY + IDENTITY + MESSAGE + CHANNELS

 

THE SECRET OF 
USING VIDEO
The secret of using video isn’t really a secret.  
Sorry!  Bit of hype there... or is it?



STRATEGY
 
 What does your business need to achieve in the next 12 – 18 months?  None of us can see the future so this period 
is the best planning window you can hope to set a strategy for.  Without the strategic input into your video content, you risk 
wasting resources that could be spent elsewhere.

 It is useful to start with an understanding of where your business currently stands with a frank and realistic assessment 
of both your strengths and challenges.
 
 Where is your business in the business lifecycle?  Start up? Small business?  Established?  Competing in a saturated 
market?  A market leader in a specific niche?  The answer to this question suggests what you need to focus on.  Perhaps 
awareness in the market place.  Maybe supporting evidence to aid purchase.  On the other hand, after sales, loyalty building 
content could be what you need.

 What products or services are selling well?  What have the best margins to make the biggest difference to your 
business?  Where are the areas you face challenges?  This provides focus on what videos can help to grow your business and 
ensure that the expenditure you make reaps the biggest rewards.

 What else is happening in your business?  This question helps to ensure that everything aligns together to provide 
forward movement and that your videos work with the rest of your strategy rather than muddling things.

 What is happening in your market place and what is likely to happen?  Who are your competitors and what are they 
doing?  This question ensures that your strategy is grounded in the bigger picture of the arena you operate in and the videos can 
make best use of the opportunities and space that exist.

IDENTITY
 
 From this assessment you can think on what you want to achieve in the next 12 – 18 months and where video can help 
drive your business forward.  Break this goal down into 3 or 4 key tactics that will guarantee your strategy will succeed.

 Once you have your strategy, it really is time to think about your identity.  You can call this your brand if you like… and 
sorry, this doesn’t just mean your logo and stationary.  Your identity is how you think about your business as a whole.  Where 
has it come from?  What does it stand for?  What does it want to achieve in its daily activity?  What does it claim ownership 
over?  What does it promise its customers?  How is your business different to the competition?

 The answers to these questions are important for your business but essential for the success of your videos.  Once you 
have the answers, you can confidently say how your business needs to communicate and where it needs to speak.  You will know 
the right tone of voice for your videos, you will know what colours, and imagery reflects your business in the appropriate way.  
Perhaps most importantly your videos will stand out as different from the competition while being identifiably yours.

MESSAGE
 
 Most businesses get this area right but without the foundations of strategy and identity.  What are your videos going to 
be about?  What is the desired action that the audience needs to take?  Is this an awareness building exercise where the critical 
action will be interest and consideration?  Perhaps your videos need to be a tipping point for the audience to become a customer 
and make a purchase from you.

 Perhaps you need videos that support multiple steps and feed into one another, creating a rich visual environment 
where you can lead a potential customer from awareness to purchase to loyalty?

CHANNELS
 
 Most businesses trip over this area.  Once your videos are made and uploaded on line, how are people going to know 
they need to watch them?  Do you have the channels you need to make your videos work?  Will they exist on your website with 
email driving customers to view the content?  Will they be shared directly through social media channels to build awareness of 
either your business or a particular product or service?  Or will be using something different?

 Simply making the videos is not enough; the videos need to be seen.

THE SECRET OF USING VIDEO



WORKSHOP MEDIA’S
VIDEO MARKETING
GEARS

 If the secret to using video seems like hard work, then Workshop Media can help, regardless of how much detail you 
have in place.  
We do this through our Video Marketing Gears.

 We work with your business over 12 months to ensure that the four elements of the video formula are covered.

1. We stay in touch on a monthly basis, in a way that suits you.

2. We ensure that your strategy has covered all the points it needs to, to make best use of video.

3. We ensure that the identity you have, is the one you need, to reflect your business in the way 

you want your business to be visually represented.  We can help plug any gaps by asking critical 

questions.

4. We ensure that your messages are compelling with the appropriate call to action.

5. We create the videos you need in order to ensure your strategy is a success whilst working hard to 

maximise the video content that can be created for your subscription level.

6. We work with you to establish the goals your videos needs to achieve.

7. We create a series of actions that ensure the goals of your video are met.

8. We help you to run a campaign to ensure the videos get seen by the audience you need to see 

them.

9. We measure and report on a monthly basis how your videos are performing.

10. If things are going according to plan we will seek to improve without changing the winning formula.  

If things aren’t working, we suggest a different approach to get things back on track.

FROM CONCEPT TO CAMPAIGN



 Instead of dancing around the topic of the cost of a single video, we have broken down the costs into four gears that 
create increasing numbers of video and connected support.  We have done this to remove the common barrier of ‘how much 
does video cost’?  This allows us to focus on the more important questions of what videos do you need to succeed and what 
needs to be done to get the videos watched?

 We don’t like to limit ourselves to what can be achieved so indicated times, amount of video and campaign activity are 
minimums.  There are no maximums.  All the gears include marketing analysis and campaign actions to get your videos seen.  
Depth of analysis, amount of campaign activity and budgets increase with the subscription level.

1ST GEAR 

£63 / month

3RD GEAR

£250 / month

First gear is an ideal beginning if you are a start-up, 
you’ve never used video before or are limited in available 
resources.  This gear doesn’t typically include filmed 
content.  It is primarily based around animated videos.

This subscription level can also be the gear you can use if 
you have the video content you need but want to make best 
use of it, in new and different ways.

Third gear is where you have a clear and pressing need for a 
regular schedule of pre-planned video content.  The amount 
of filming time is around 2 days, as with 2nd gear this 
planned footage can be edited to form multiple videos (here 
we are typically looking at between 4 – 12) that plot on to 
the customer lifecycle.

This subscription level can also be used to create LOTs of 
shorter video content, mixing animation, filmed footage and 
high quality promo stills.

Second gear is our most popular gear, as it balances cost and 
content.  It is the first gear that includes specifically filmed 
video (typically around a day’s worth of filming) that can be 
edited to form multiple (usually between 2 – 4) videos to 
work with your strategic aims.

This subscription level is the average cost of a typical video 
production to create a single video.  This tier has been 
specifically created to maximise shooting and editing time to 
create more than ‘just one video’.

As the highest subscription, fourth gear provides you with 
regular monthly, filmed videos.  Filming time will be a 
minimum of 4 days and these videos will cover multiple steps 
on the customer lifecycle, multiple times.  

These regular videos can then be edited further to create a 
video stream of content that will engage your audience and 
produce results in your business.

2ND GEAR
£125 / month

4TH GEAR
£500 / month

 Hopefully this guide has clarified things somewhat and you can recognise the value in what we are doing.  However, we 
don’t know your business… Yet!

 Without knowing and understanding your specific business needs, where your business is in its cycle of development 
and what markets you operate in it is going to be a challenge to get any more specific about what our Video Marketing Gears can 
do for you.
 Why don’t you get in touch with me at Workshop Media, we can sit down and talk further and get into the detail of ‘what 
video’ your business needs!

All prices exclude VAT

dt@workshop-media.co.uk01524 590632 uk.linkedin.com/in/dtguest

THE VIDEO MARKETING GEARS
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Look, video is great for business.  
But it doesn’t have to be complex or a drain.  Believe us, we know.  
‘Workshop’ rolled up in 2011 to help the community use video to the best effect.  But it wasn’t easy.
 
Why? 

Because people were put off by jargon and lump sums.
So, we changed things.

We focused on helping make video a part of a business while keeping things simple.  It worked. Every 
year, more clients return to us, recommend us and trust us to benefit business through video.

ABOUT
WORKSHOP MEDIA
We don’t just make video.
We make sure it gets seen.

info@workshop-media.co.uk

workshop-media.co.uk

Get in touch:

01524 590630

WorkshopMediaUK

WorkshopMediaUK

@WeAreWorkshop

Connect with Workshop:

company/WorkshopMedia
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